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1960
The city perimeter

came about following
the automobile boom
during the mid 20th
century. This expanded
zone contains city
patterns that favor
the automobile over
the pedestrian, given
their scale and lower
connectivity ratio.
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Gabbert St.

Hyatt St.

Oakland Ave.

Pine St.

Borchardt

Cooper St.

Edgewood

Pope Ave.

Jackson Ave.

Bolling Ave.

1850

1900

The
expanded
urban
field is

composed entirely of
superblocks and, with
the exception of the
immediate east and
west sides of the city
center, contains the
primary
residential
districts of the first ring
suburbs.

The city center

contains the original
36 blocks of the city
and blocks adjacent
to the square. While
the uniform city grid
has changed over
time with superblock
interventions like the
1933
courthouse,
it still maintains a
mix of land uses
and accommodates
pedestrian travel.

Monticello's land use increased 6.2 times
greater than the population growth.
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current building footprints
including 3,868 housing
units based on the 2000
census

UACDC Monticello

4 units / acre
325 acres

footprint of 1,300 new housing starts projected by 2025

introduction
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Over the next 20 years Monticello is
predicted to add 1300 housing starts,
or 30% of its current housing stock.
The shape of that growth will determine
Monticello's capacity to be a community of choice.

introduction
planning without zoning
Stephen Luoni, Steven L. Anderson Chair in Architecture and Urban Studies
Monticello: Unwittingly Regulated
Monticello is one of Arkansas' few "cities
of the first class" (population greater than
2,500) without a zoning code. Yet, development beyond its historic downtown plat looks
the same as everywhere else. Even with the
absence of municipal zoning ordinances,
Monticello's contemporary land development patterns resemble those of other cities
that do employ zoning. A probable explanation for this lack of difference is that municipal zoning simply doesn't matter anymore.
Mainstream land development practices
have institutionalized zoning's 80-year history of segregated land uses (i.e. residential,
institutional, commercial, and recreational).
The development models of highway departments, the mortgage and insurance
sectors, commercial franchise formats, utility services, and the development industry

reinforce this unwitting regulation of the
built landscape. Unfortunately, zoning has
encouraged a low density, land-consuming
urbanism characterized by low connectivity
between land uses—a phenomenon known
as sprawl. Monticello,

for instance,
has consumed land at 6.2 times
its population growth rate over
the past half century. Sprawl cre-

ates infrastructural inefficiencies and market
distortions that result in an inferior urban
product. Progressive communities, concerned about sprawl's effect on regional
quality of life are now employing alternative
planning solutions (known as smart growth)
to protect regional character, economic well
being, and healthy environmental systems.
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Planning Objective: Smart Growth Development
The objective of this Plan is to provide the
City of Monticello with sector-based planning visions for future development, attended by guidelines for the administration of

The planning goal is
to achieve development that: 1)
mixes land uses, 2) offers more
compact densities to facilitate
walkable neighborhoods, 3) integrates environmental and urban systems, 4) and enhances
interconnectivity between existing land uses and city sectors.

those visions.

These planning principles are the foundation
of smart growth development and the basis
for clarifying Monticello's distinctiveness in
the region.
Indeed, Monticello's historic patterns offer
instructive lessons in smart growth development, beginning with the original city plat.
Monticello was wisely located on the area's
high ground, respectful of riparian (stream)
systems and floodplains—whose development guarantees property damage from
inevitable flooding. (see drawing on next
page) Like most city patterns before the appearance of zoning in the late 1920s, Monticello's original plat artfully combined residential and institutional uses with a compact
commercial district anchored by a signature
city square. Everything was within a reasonable walking distance. Subsequent first
ring city growth was accommodated through
thoughtful extensions of the city grid by incorporating a hierarchy of streets, parks, and
riparian corridors. Schools and churches
served as neighborhood anchors, and provided aesthetic, social, and other collateral
amenities absent in today's homogeneous
residential subdivisions. City development
in Monticello through the first half of the 20th
century offered a range of housing choices
from affordable mixed-use downtown residential to single-family homes on generous

lots at the city's edge. Place-Based Codes
and Plans for an Arkansas Delta Community seeks to optimize these kinds of lifestyle
choices while enhancing economic, social,
and environmental possibilities in future development.
Planning Methodology: Sector-Based
Scenarios
The Plan proposes development scenarios for each of the five primary sectors
constituting Monticello. Since each sector is distinguished by urban morphologies
(structure) developed during fundamentally
different eras of city planning and transportation technology, the Plan integrates
five different "urbanisms." Regardless of
differences, plans for each sector address
character of place in terms of: 1) district, 2)
neighborhood, 3) corridor [i.e. street or greenway], and 4) public space [e.g. square or
park]. The Plan avoids master planning and
its tendency toward total design as the latter fails to account for the organic processes
by which cities grow. Additionally, the Plan
avoids substituting universal codes for planning, as the former is characteristically proscriptive, yielding uniform environments.
Codes are best used as a secondary tool to 
support design-based community planning,
which determines the quality of a place.
The Project employs scenario planning to
illustrate strategic possibilities, emphasizing development principles other than fixed
plans. Each scenario begins with a catalytic
project involving public/private development
around a key public space within each sec-

Whether it is the downtown
square, an established park, a
proposed subdivision enclave,
a legacy street, or the college
campus, the Plan calls for new
development to reinforce the
uniqueness of Monticello's signature spaces. Development require-

tor.

ments (See Frontage requirements outlined

Downtown

UAM Campus
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Commercial
Ladder
Downtown Ring
Downtown Grid
Eastside

Cultural
Service
District

Five Urbanisms
 in Place-Based Codes) around significant

public spaces are established, enhancing private property valuations and the social capital of public spaces in each sector. Requirements for successive layers of
development are relaxed in relation to their
distance from these public spaces. The purpose of scenario planning is to model private
market activity that ensures the integrity of
Monticello's important public spaces and the
sponsorship of new ones.
Administrating the Scenarios: PlaceBased Codes
Great streets are created by a continuity
of buildings that reinforce the social functions of public infrastructure (i.e. parking lots
rarely create good streets). In lieu of zoning ordinances and their reliance on single
land-use designations, place-based codes
addressing building frontage and street
standards are employed as a means to create great public places unique to each sec-

tor of Monticello. Place-based

codes
give priority to the physical form
of the built environment. With a
few exceptions, most land uses
are permitted everywhere, akin
to the mix of uses found around
the downtown square and the
college campus. While a church,

school, or business is a permitted use adjacent to residential, all uses are required
to front the street with welcoming facades
and transition elements like a porch, arcade,
canopy, or court. Street sections defining traffic and pedestrian levels of service
along with building frontage requirements
are outlined in the Master Street Plan. The
Master Street Plan serves as the city's office
document required by Arkansas Statutes as
a conditional precedent to the regulation of
land development [Ark. Code. Ann. 14-56-

UACDC Monticello

Downtown Square circa 1950

"No one is obliged to confront the waste of another."
A community that does not
exercise development oversight is negligent in this area
of governance.
417(a)(1)]. A Master Street Plan will empower Monticello's planning and city commissions to regulate development.
...A Word About Property and Community Rights
"Freedom, pleasure, convenience, beauty, commerce, and production are the reasons for the
City. Participation in these attributes is a fundamental civic right and must ever be refined
through the filter of consent. The purpose of
Code is to strike a balance between individuation and agreement. Wherever possible, this

shall proceed by induction, by beginnings in the 
particular. The City will always prefer to see the
small reflected in the large."
Michael Sorkin, Local Code

The purpose of this Plan and Code is to
achieve a balance between individuation and consent. While some may view
the city's effort to articulate the shape of
its development as an infringement on private right, cities hold a specific obligation
to establish standards by which the market
(private individuals) conducts development
within their jurisdictions. Indeed, the city's
very incorporation is a previously concluded
agreement to do just that. Absolute views on
individual property rights that argue for personal sovereignty without public obligations
have no foundation in legalistic, historic, or
economic reasoning. Notwithstanding that
property itself is a social construction with
civil regulations and protections, the primary
source of value in real estate is largely cre-
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 ated outside of an individual property hold-

Property value is contextually created through collective
physical, economic, and social
forces. Not only do community processes

ing.

create value (e.g. why some places are more
desirable than others), but communities also
enjoy the right to protect themselves from
incompatible or nuisance development—
especially development that destabilizes local environmental and social systems, and
hence, value in others' property holdings.
As Sorkin states in Local Code: "No one is
obliged to confront the waste of another." A
community that does not exercise development oversight is negligent in this key area
of governance.
In terms of planning benefits, the central
question concerns the relationship between

planning decisions and their intrinsic longterm costs. While the goal of Place-Based
Codes and Plans for an Arkansas Delta
Community is to enhance lifestyle choices
for everyone, an important planning objective is to align those individual choices with
their true development costs. Obviously,
unserviced greenfield development entails
greater government costs than a site with
established utility services. For this reason
smart growth planning favors infill development over development requiring the expansion of city services (see the book and
website: The Costs of Sprawl). Monticello
may, for example, consider the assessment of impact fees to the developer who
requires the expansion of city services and
the socialization of private costs. With the
right planning decisions, Monticello has the
assets and the potential to be a regional
community of choice at a development cost
lower than what it currently pays.

UACDC Monticello
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Recommendation 1
Adopt infill and compact redevelopment in all
sectors of Monticello.
Recommendation 2
Implement neighborhood plans with a mix of
land uses.
Recommendation 3
Facilitate a mix of housing opportunities in all
sectors of Monticello.
Recommendation 4
Enhance transportation networks' connectivity
between all city sectors.
Recommendation 5
Implement a green network for the City of
Monticello.
Recommendation 6
Implement a place-based code for the City of
Monticello.
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Good neighborhoods are the benchmark
of any community-based economic development plan—think in terms of neigh
borhoods, not projects.

UACDC Monticello

Actions:

Actions:

All future City projects should be envisioned as neighborhood anchors and
catalysts, prompting quality private investment. (page 98)

As necessary boundary expansion
occurs to service South East Arkansas
Regional Intermodal Facility (SEARIF) and
I-69, implement developer impact fees to
recapture growth costs, since dispersed
development requires greater infrastructure
costs per unit.

Develop a plan to change the perception of downtown as a low income housing
district. A variety of residential choices,
especially market rate housing, should be
encouraged through infill development.
(page 100)

1. Adopt infill and compact redevelopment in all sectors of
Monticello

Considering Monticello's high rate of
land consumption and sprawl, the City
should commit to no further expansion
of city service boundaries. Infill and
compact development should be encouraged, allowing the City to optimize
the use of existing infrastructure while
creating amenity-rich neighborhoods.

2. Implement neighborhood
plans with a mix of land uses

Good neighborhoods are the backbone
of any community-based economic development plan—think in terms of neighborhoods, not projects. The City should
commit to development of neighborhoods that combine land uses and a
mix of public and private investments.

Collaborate with school districts to create
neighborhood-based schools for all future
school projects. Greenfield school projects
increase public and private transportation
costs, and deprive neighborhoods of a rich
civic asset.

Downtown may once again offer an "urban" environment providing the same type
of amenities as peripheral developments,
including: safety, closeness to employers,
convenience for shopping, and a mix of
land uses. (page 100)

Redevelop single-use commercial and
big box retail sectors as mixed-use neighborhoods with housing, recreational, and
civic land uses. (page 146)

Establish Main Street as a historic
district with the National Register of Historic
Places. Historic preservation is an effective
economic development force as eligible
properties may receive federal tax credits
up to 20% of renovation costs. Historic district improvements often instigate collateral
neighborhood improvements and increase
property valuations, even for non-contributing properties.

Develop neighborhoods at the edge of
existing schools. (page 136)

Develop commercial land uses in tandem
with residential and employment-based
land uses.
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Actions:

As a provider of attainable housing, the
City should avoid the clustering of attainable housing in one location. If attainable
home clustering is unavoidable, then a
neighborhood with mixed land use should
be developed around a primary civic space
(e.g. park or school).

Enhance interconnectivity between
existing neighborhoods supportive of
pedestrians as part of the mobility mix.
Traffic planning should be secondary to
neighborhood-based planning. Redevelop
civic spaces like the downtown square as
pedestrian-oriented environments (never
pedestrian-only) that balance transportation
modes.

3. Facilitate a mix of housing
opportunities in all sectors of
Monticello

4. Enhance transportation networks' connectivity between
all city sectors

Provide incentives to developers for infill
redevelopment. Make land in the downtown
areas readily available for redevelopment,
thus reducing developers' cost to implement infill development. It is recommended
that the City reclaim development opportunities from its Abandoned Housing Inventory Study of vacant or nuisance properties.
(page 100)

Disallow limited access in new residential and commercial development. Planned
unit developments should include multiple
points of access on all sides. The downtown grid is a good example of a sector
pattern with maximum connectivity and
choice in travel mode and direction. (page
100)

Actions:

The City should encourage a mix of
residential unit and lot sizes to accommodate various income groups in all
neighborhoods. Housing mix increases
developer profit from efficient land use
and enhances neighborhood diversity.
This increases neighborhood choice for
all income groups and maintains an affordable housing market in Monticello.



Create a non-profit affordable housing
development corporation to leverage federal and state funds for infill redevelopment.
This entity could leverage funding from
major federal and state housing development agencies such as Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), and Arkansas
Development Finance Authority (ADFA).

Edges of neighborhoods and city sectors should connect with adjacent development to avoid the "cul-de-sacing"
of the city. Higher connectivity facilitates
greater pedestrian activity and improves
general efficiency in the transportation
network. Avoid the channeling of local
traffic trips to arterial roads (ladders),
which creates congestion.

Streets should be planned or improved
with multiple levels of transit service including sidewalks, bicycle paths, parking, street
trees, and stormwater facilities. Streets
should be memorable and safe public
spaces.

UACDC Monticello

5. Implement a green network
for the City of Monticello
A connected network of legible green
spaces, including riparian corridors,
parks, tree-lined streets, undeveloped
road corridors, wetlands, and steep
hillsides should be protected and developed for passive recreation and
as an alternative pedestrian network.
(page 168)

6. Implement a place-based
code for the City of Monticello

Place-based coding as a management
instrument will assist the community in
administering the Plan's vision. Contrary to zoning, place-based codes
encourage a mix of land uses and increased densities toward more creative
development. Place-based codes place
equal responsibility on local government
and the private market in developing
and maintaining desirable civic spaces
(i.e. streets and parks) through physical
form.

Actions:

Actions:

Develop a pedestrian and bicycle trail
network throughout the city, connecting city
sectors.

Adopt and enforce the place-based code
with its Master Street Plan and frontage
requirements.

Promote conservation development with
residential clustering and use of conservation easements. Large projects may qualify
for financial assistance and tax credits by
collaborating with non-profit conservation
trusts. (page 166)

Encourage city leaders and planning
commissioners to attend the Form-Based
Codes Institute (FBCI) sponsored by the
Academy for the New Urbanism at Virginia
Tech. (see http://www.formbasedcodes.
org/). Place-based codes are also known
as "form-based codes."

Implement watershed protection measures and best management practices for
riparian corridors (see State of Arkansas
Department of Environmental Quality
website: http://www.adeq.state.ar.us/home/
progs_proactive.htm).
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Employ conservation development of rural landscapes.

delta landscapes


Enrich neighborhood amenities.
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Leverage existing institutional anchors.

UACDC Monticello

Amplify local commerce.



Remediate brownfields.
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Connect global commerce with neighborhoods.
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analysis
context
development
+
economic
development
The "creative development"
school of economists agree
that great environments attract
good economies.
The construction of the Southeast Arkansas
Regional Intermodal Facility (SEARIF) and
the proposed Interstate 69 (I-69) pose significant impacts on the employment and tax
base in Monticello. Consideration for residential growth and its impacts on associated government costs warrant examination
through five questions.

UACDC Monticello

What are the different aspects
How much projected job
and residential growth is
Monticello?
How much will growth cost the


What are the associated
der different town pattern
What are the preferred
patterns for Monticello?

UACDC Monticello

of community growth?
growth, population growth,
estimated to take place in

City of Monticello?
costs of development unscenarios?sssssss
residential

development

...but first a discussion of why city patterns matter.
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downtown grid



superblock

always

1930s

The downtown grid is a
street network hospitable
to pedestrian movement.
This network provides
superior
connectivity
between
destinations.
The downtown grid, by
careful appropriation of
civic buildings and open
spaces,
establishes
hierarchy
of
space
within the city while
accommodating all land
uses.

The
superblock
is
typically found at the
periphery
of
towns
and is defined by large
blocks that discourage
pedestrian activity. This
larger
scale
pattern
accommodates property
aggregation and districttype planning spurred by
the widespread popularity
of the automobile.

ladder

1940s

The ladder epitomizes
the majority of postWWII
development
in the United States.
The ladder is defined
by development linked
singly to an arterial and
built in uncoordinated
phases.
This
development
process
yields a costly patchwork
of autonomous sites with
high proximity and little
or no connectivity.

interchange

1960s

The arterial interchange
is a mid-century product
of high-speed highway
networks built exclusively
for the automobile. Their
land area is often equal
in size to a small historic
downtown.

rural arterial

always

patterns drawn at same scale

UACDC Monticello

spaces
and
city
patterns

The rural arterial is part
of a regional network of
roads that serves the
surrounding agricultural
economy. These routes
have recently shifted from
providing market access
for goods to corridors for
low-density
residential
development.

Each city pattern generates a distinct form of
space and economic development.
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The scenic quality of undeveloped corridors can be preserved
while accommodating new development through new frontage
standards.
rural arterial

The cycles of obsolescence in commercial corridors can be addressed
through conversion of shopping
centers to mixed-use neighborhoods
adding residences and offices.
ladder

The concentration of commercial establishments holds
great potential as a platform
for mixed-use neighborhood
development.

The historic neighborhoods offer unparalleled quality environments and
architecture whose revitalization may
qualify for grants and tax credits, and
stimulate further economic activity.
interchange

downtown
grid



The cultural service district offers a density of pre-existing
neighborhood-based amenities
ideal for premium housing development.
superblock

UACDC Monticello



Each city sector holds
unique economic development
opportunities that can be
optimized
through
neighborhood-based
planning.
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"Developers estimate that as much as 30% of
the demand for housing is for denser, walkable,
mixed-use communities, and that less than 2%
of new housing starts are in this category"
Reconnecting America,
"Hidden in Plain Sight: Capturing Demand for Housing Near Transit"

 This analysis assumes that economic po-

tential is closely related to a town's physical
development patterns. Various planning patterns entail substantially different economic
consequences for the city and overall quality
of life for residents. The following economic
development consideration serves as the
basis for planning recommendations outlined in Place-Based Codes and Plans for
Monticello, Arkansas.
Methodology
Using sustainable development and smart
growth principles, community growth is examined through four interrelated components: 1) job growth, 2) population growth,
3) residential growth, and 4) urban growth.
Long-term projections (2005-2025), illustrate
the expected scale of growth in Monticello
with consideration for alternative residential development patterns (compact versus
low density development, peripheral versus

infill development) along with rationales for
implementing compact development as the
preferred development scenario for Monticello. Cost of growth comparisons for public
infrastructure between peripheral and infill
development patterns conclude with recommendations for directing residential growth
to preferred development scenarios.
The Concepts of Sustainability and Smart
Growth
American communities are implementing new ideas for growth and prosperity.
Though supportive of growth, communities
are questioning the fiscal costs of infrastructural expansion beyond their existing service
boundaries, while city core infrastructure remains underutilized. As municipalities

more thoroughly account for
the life-cycle impacts of growth,

UACDC Monticello

smart growth
and
city patterns
there is now an understanding
that current low-density, automobile-oriented development—
known as sprawl—is no longer
in their long-term interests. In-

creasingly, progressive communities have
become early adopters of sustainability and
smart growth principles.
Sustainability is the capability to equitably meet present vital human needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs at similar
standards. Sustainability anticipates a condition in which human use of natural resources does not exceed local ecosystems'
ability to replenish them. Economic and
social development benchmarks include
life-cycle costing, lower energy budgets,
and equitable distribution of resources and

opportunity. With the appropriate planning 
principles, growth can be an opportunity to
achieve creative planning solutions.
Smart growth is creative planning that
recognizes the indispensable connection
between development and quality of life. Its
growth patterns promote sustainable development characterized by compact densities,
mixed land use, easy accessibility between
land uses, and transit options beyond the
automobile.
Smart growth strategies facilitate: 1) a wide
range of affordable housing choices; 2)
walkable neighborhoods; 3) community and
stakeholder collaboration; 4) distinctive, attractive communities with a strong sense of
place; 5) mixed land uses; 6) preservation
of open space, farmland, natural amenities
and critical environmental areas; 7) a variety of transportation choices; 8) downtown

UACDC Monticello

1/2 mile

1/4 mile

1/4
mile

walk
able
radius

0


pedestrian shed - area range in which people will favor walking as a transportation option among others. The accepted dimension
for a short pedestrian shed is 1/4 mile radius
or a five minute walk, while a long pedestrian
shed is 1/2 mile or a ten minute walk. Convenience and well-designed environments are
the primary factors influencing the inclination
toward pedestrian activity.

downtown grid
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1/2 mile

1/4 mile

smart growth
and the
pedestrian shed

0
commercial ladder

development; and 9) compact building de- 
sign. These elements are the building blocks
for both robust economic development and
creative town planning. Obsolete economic
development models based on corporate
subsidies, tax giveaways, and lower wages
accelerate the long-term fiscal burdens of
cities. This is particularly acute, considering
the absence of corporate obligation to place
(witness the amount of vacated commercial
property in Monticello). In this era of capital
mobility—the capability of businesses to easily relocate anywhere—a locality's economic
competitiveness is related to livability, good
neighborhoods and housing, and ultimately
the capacity to be a community of choice.

Not only is there a greater density of experience for the pedestrian in downtown, but more
buildings per mile optimize the efficiency of city
infrastructure.
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Exhibit-1
Community Aspects and Their Growth Relations
Monticello, Arkansas

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and UACBER

Workforce housing to accommodate growth is
cost of land development in low density, auto Analyses of Community Growth and

Their Interrelations
Job, population, residential, and urban
growth are four distinctive, yet interrelated
aspects of growth. As a result of local economic development, job growth can be a
major stimulant of population growth. Net
migration from a relocated work force, rather than organic growth, increases population, and new housing demand. Residential
growth, in turn, drives growth in urban land
consumption if not accomplished within the
city service boundary. Contemporary patterns of growth based on greenfield development (ladder and superblock patterns)
are more costly since each linear foot of city
infrastructure services fewer properties than
the higher densities serviced in the downtown.

Exhibit-2
Residential Growth without Population Growth
Southeast Arkansas

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and UACBER
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Exhibit-3
Total Jobs Projections for Monticello, Arkansas

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and UACBER

less likely to be built due to the high
oriented development.
Job Growth Projections
The construction of SEARIF is projected to
bring 1,000 new jobs to Southeast Arkansas1
when built to its full capacity in 20 years. Additional jobs will be created by the alignment
and construction of I-69. Based on the 1970
to 2000 job growth rate (long-range growth
rate), it is estimated that the City of Monticello will have a total of 4,265 jobs by April
2005. The number of jobs in Monticello by
2010, 2015, 2020, and 2025 are projected at
4,528, 4,790, 5,052, and 5,314 respectively
(Exhibit-4).
Based on the 1990 to 2000 job growth rate
(short-range growth rate), it is estimated
that the City of Monticello will have a total
of 4,098 jobs by April 2005. The number
of jobs in Monticello by 2010, 2015, 2020,
and 2025 are correspondingly projected at
4,318, 4,539, 4,759, and 4,980. Using the
short-range projections provides a more

jobs

conservative estimate of job growth. While 
it is impossible to predict actual job numbers
in the coming years, using both the longrange and short-range growth rates to project job creation provides reasonable alternative scenarios. Exhibit-4 presents the total
job projections based on the long-range job
growth rate, short-range growth rate, and an
adjusted short-range job growth rate incorporating the 1,000 jobs to be created by the
construction of the SEARIF. Total projected
job growth from 2000 to 2025 is 1,437 jobs
based on projections using the long-range
growth rate, 1,103 jobs using the shortrange growth

1

Source: TranSystems Corporation
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Exhibit-4
Population Projections for Monticello, Arkansas

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and UACBER

Given land consumption trends, Monticello will
its current footprint—to accommodate 2025 growth
can accommodate population increases without
 Population Growth Projections

From 1970 to 2000, City of Monticello gained
4,061 persons in population, an average of
135.4 persons per year (Exhibit-6). Based
on this long-range population growth rate,
the 2005 population in Monticello is estimated at 10,060; ten-year population growth
from 2005 is projected at 1,204; twenty-year
population increase from 2005 is projected
at 2,408. Based on the population growth
rate from 1990 to 2000, the 2005 population
in Monticello is estimated at 9,661; ten-year
population growth from 2005 is projected at
1,030; twenty-year population growth is projected at 2,060.
Since job growth is the major stimulator of population growth and the historic
relationship is obvious upon examination
of Monticello's population growth and job
growth (Exhibit-1), it is reasonable to project Monticello's population growth based on

job growth. Using job growth as the basis
for population projections, the 2005 population in Monticello is estimated at 10,045 using long-range growth rate, and at 9,660 by
short-range growth rate (Exhibit-6). Ten-year
population increase from 2005 is projected
at 1,177 by long-range growth rate, at 1,026
by straight short-range growth rate, and at
1,165 by adjusted short-range growth rate.
Twenty-year population increase from 2005
is projected at 2,340 by long-range growth
rate, at 1,665 by straight short-range growth
rate, and at 1,942 by adjusted short-range
growth rate. Exhibit-7 shows the growth
trends of the upper and lower end population projections from 2005 to 2025.
Because residential growth is driven by population growth (Exhibit-1) and the desire for
increased housing unit per person (Exhibit3), future growth in residential housing stock
can also be projected based on population

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-5
Housing Units Projections for Monticello, Arkansas

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and UACBER

need 1,600 additional acres—23% of
projections. Smart growth patterns
significant land consumption.
growth and the trend of the desired housing unit per person ratio (Exhibit-8). Using
this calculation, the upper-end estimate of
2005 residential housing stock in Monticello
is 4,508 units and the lower-end estimate
is 4,329 units (Exhibit-9). Ten-year growth
from the 2005 level is projected at 686 units
by the upper-end estimate and at 598 units
by the lower-end estimate. Twenty-year
growth from the 2005 level is projected at
1,375 units by the upper-end estimate and
1,197 units by the lower-end estimate.
Cost of Residential Growth in Monticello,
Arkansas
An array of associated costs to the city for
expansion of public services will be required
to accommodate population growth. The following sections illustrate the costs of growth
for major categories of public services. Some
costs will decrease based on two assumptions: 1) that growth will be accommodated

population
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Exhibit-6
Average Residential Housing Unit Occupied Per Person

Source: U.S. Census Bureau and UACBER

Local school districts generally receive more
commercial land use than a residential one.
should accompany residential development
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Exhibit-7
Cost of Public School Service
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: Monticello School District and UACBER

tax revenues from a
Commercial development
inside city limits.
through infill development, and 2) no net
area increase in city services, though it is
reasonable to assume that service expansion will eventually be required to accommodate SEARIF and the presence of I-69.
School Service Cost
Among all categories of public services,
public school service incurs the highest cost
to local government. Often, the cost of public school service can amount to more than
80% of the total public service cost to local
government.
Presented in Exhibit-7 are annual costs to the
City of Monticello for public school service
from 1999 to 2003. In 1999, cost of public
school service was $1,004.71 per resident
in Monticello, and in 2003, the cost was
$1,311.60 per resident. From 1999 to 2003,
there was an average increase of more than
6% annually in public school service cost to

public schools

City of Monticello. If this cost increase rate 
continues, the per-resident cost to City of
Monticello for providing public school services will be $1,450.31 in 2005; $1,832.19 in
2010; $2,214.07 in 2015; $2,595.95 in 2020;
and $2,977.83 in 2025 (Exhibit-7).

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-8
Cost of Water Service
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: UACBER

utilities

Estimated capital costs for construction
$800,000, or $11,363 per greenfield
Water Service Cost
Exhibit-8 shows the cost of providing water
service to Monticello residents from 1999 to
2003. It is projected that, with the growth of
the population, per-resident cost of residential water service will decrease from about
$92 in 2005 to $83.54 in 2025 (Exhibit-8).
This assumes no new service trunk lines.



Sewer Service Cost
It is projected that, with time and growth of
the population, per-resident cost of residential sewer service will increase from $57.69
in 2005 to $63.22 in 2015, and to $66.30 by
2025.
Water Service Mains

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-9
Cost of Road Service
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: UACBER

of one mile of new water and sewer main is
resident—plus another million dollars for the road.
Road Service Cost
Exhibit-9 shows the cost of road service to
Monticello area residents from 1999 to 2003.
It is projected that, with the growth of population, per-resident cost to City of Monticello
for providing road service will decrease from
$64.93 in 2005 to $60.04 in 2015, and to
$57.63 in 2025 (Exhibit-9). This assumes no
new roads or additional maintenance.
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Exhibit-10
Cost of Fire Service to Residents
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: UACBER

fire

Providing residential unit and lot size mix
all neighborhoods while increasing profit from

 Fire Protection Service Cost

Exhibit-10 shows the cost of fire protection
service to Monticello residents from 1999
to 2003. It is projected that, with time and
growth of population, per-resident cost of
providing fire protection service to Monticello residents will decrease from $31.36
in 2005 to $29.15 in 2015, and to $28.05
in 2025 (Exhibit-10). This assumes no new
equipment, areas of service, or increase in
staff beyond the current trend.

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-11
Cost of Police Service
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: UACBER

accommodates various income groups in
efficient use of land and city services.

police

Police Service Cost

From 1999 to 2003, the per-resident cost
of providing city police service to Monticello
residents ranged from $108.04 to $131.31
(Exhibit-11). If this trend continues, the per
resident cost to City of Monticello for providing police service will be $134.17 in 2010,
$137.68 in 2015, $140.28 in 2020, and
$142.35 in 2025 (Exhibit-11). This assumes
no new equipment, areas of service, or increase in staff beyond the current trend.

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-12
Cost of Parks & Recreation Service
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: UACBER

parks

At a projected cost of $42.46 per resident
best livability investment value.

 Parks & Recreation Service Cost

Exhibit-12 shows the cost of parks & recreation service to Monticello residents from
1999 to 2003.
Assuming no new facilities or staff, It is projected that, with time and growth of population, per-resident cost of providing parks
& recreation service to future residents will
decrease from $25.45 in 2005 to $24.31 in
2015, and to $23.74 in 2025 (Exhibit-12).
However, several project scenarios calling
for park upgrades and greenways will increase costs by approximately 25%.

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-13
Cost of Public Library Service
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: UACBER

in 2025, parks and libraries pose the

libraries

Library Service Cost

Exhibit-12 shows the cost of public library
service to Monticello area residents from
1999 to 2003. Per-resident cost of library
service ranges from $6.68 in 1999 to $8.25
in 2001 and to $7.70 in 2003. It is anticipated that library service will soon be expanded to double its current capacity, and
so the cost of providing the expanded library
service to area residents will likely double
(Exhibit-12).
After completion of the expansion, it is projected that the per-resident cost of providing public library service will increase from
$16.66 in 2005 to $17.98 in 2015, and to
$18.72 in 2025 (Exhibit-12).

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-14
Projected Cost of Public Services to Residents
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: UACBER

summary

From 1999 to 2003, the cost of
public school service accounted
for more than 70% of the combined per-resident cost of all major public services.

 Aggregate Cost of Major Public Services

Exhibit-15 shows the per-resident cost of
major public services to residents of Monticello from 1999 to 2003, and the projected
per-resident cost of major public services
to Monticello residents from 2004 to 2025.
The combined per-resident cost of major
public services ran from $1,430.76 in 1999
to $1,556.56 in 2001 and to $1,749.47 in
2003. The cost of public school service had
the greatest impact among all categories
of public services to Monticello residents.
From 1999 to 2003, the cost of public school
service accounted for more than 70% of the
combined per-resident cost of all major pub-

lic services.
Based on current trends, the projected
combined per-resident cost of major public services to Monticello residents will be
$1,867 in 2005, $2,250 in 2010, $2,633 in
2015, $3,016 in 2020, and $3,398 in 2025
(Exhibit-15). The projected total cost of
the above public services to Monticello is
$18,783,872 in 2005, $29,655,025 in 2015,
and $42,366,644 in 2025 at its upper-end
estimate; and is $18,038,391 in 2005,
$28,135,485 in 2015, and $39,791,827 in
2025 at its lower-end estimate (Exhibit-14).

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-15
Per-Resident Cost of Major Public Services
City of Monticello, Arkansas



Source: City of Monticello, School District, Southeast Arkansas Regional Library, and UACBER
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Exhibit-16
Developer Savings from Infill Development per Residence
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: Bulloch Real Estate and UACBER

Since infill development utilizes existing
$11,363 per residential dwelling in infrastructure
long-term operational costs.
 Alternative

Development
Patterns:
Compact versus Low Density
The density and location of residential
development not only shapes the character
of a community's living environment but also
determines the efficiency in land use and
public services. Compact development refers
to residential dwelling units greater than six
units per acre. Low-density development is
usually less than four units per acre. The
cost savings achieved through compact
development as 1) compared to low-density
development relative to land consumption,
2) infrastructure and services costs, and 3)
private development costs has been widely
discussed in planning practice2.
According to A National Perspective on Land
Use Policy Alternatives and Consequences
released by the Farm Foundation3: "If done
correctly, compact growth simultaneously
reduces public service costs and housing

prices. Density increases and decreases
are handled in a way that does not alter
regional housing costs, increase public
service outlays, or limit revenues of public
service."
The Farm Foundation Report summarizes
studies conducted by various states on cost
comparisons between compact development
and low-density development. Compact
development is shown to have yielded a 60%
savings in overall land consumption, 40%
savings in agricultural land consumption,
83% savings in fragile land4 consumption;
25% savings in road costs, 5% savings in
school costs, 15% savings in utilities costs;
about 6% savings in development costs; and
about 2-3% savings in public service costs.

UACDC Monticello

Exhibit-17
Developer Gains from Peripheral Development per Residence
City of Monticello, Arkansas

Source: Bulloch Real Estate and UACBER

infrastructure, it is estimated to save the City
costs over greenfield development with lower
Peripheral Development versus Infill
Development
Compact development is feasible in both the
periphery and downtown core. Peripheral
development is defined as residential
development in rural or undeveloped
(greenfield) areas, requiring expansion of
city infrastructure. Infill development reuses
vacated or underdeveloped land within
established service areas. The combination
of compact and infill development creates
multiple savings in public infrastructure
and service costs, while advancing good
neighborhood design. The following section
utilizes Monticello local data to compare the
cost difference between infill and peripheral
development.
The potential cost savings from infill
development in Monticello is significant.
Estimated capital costs for construction of
one mile of new water main are $300,000,

and $500,000 for one mile of new sewer 
main5. For a typical 75 ft by 150 ft lot, the
cost of a new water main is $4,261 and
$7,102 for new sewer main in greenfield
development. Since infill development
utilizes existing infrastructure, it is estimated
to save Monticello $11,363 per residential
dwelling in infrastructure costs, with lower
long-term operational costs.

R. D. Yaro et al., Dealing With Change in the Connecticut River Valley: A Design Manual for Conservation and Development, 1990
3
Robert W. Burchell, Ph.D. & Naveed A. Shad,
MCRP, prepared on behalf of Farm Foundation for
National Public Policy Education Conference, September, 1998
4
Fragile land refers to steep slopes, wetlands, and
waterways.
5
Source: City of Monticello, Arkansas
2
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street
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street
Buildings and landscape frontages with accommodations for the
pedestrian make for great streets.

...development patterns do matter
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house
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house
Good housing maintains a relationship to the street, forming
desirable neighborhoods.
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frontage - porch
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frontage - porch
A good porch creates a social and aesthetic interface between
neighborhood and home.
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civic institution
Good public buildings always bear a special responsibility to
make great streets and public spaces.
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water management
Unmanaged drainage is hazardous to life safety, property, and
regional ecosystems.
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public space
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public space
Public spaces are first and foremost designed for the pedestrian.



methodology

Developed Commercial Ladder
Undeveloped
Suburban
Ladder

Downtown Ring
Eastside
Downtown
Grid

Cultural Service District

Eastside

methodology
sector-based
planning
approaches
and compact development, the mixed-use
neighborhood as the fundamental planning
unit, mix of housing and lot size, enhanced
connectivity in transportation networks, and
formation of a green network.

Five Urbanisms
Since each sector is distinguished by unique
urban morphologies developed during fundamentally different eras of city planning and
transportation technology, the Plan proposes five "urbanisms" tailored to each sector.
Regardless of sector differences, planning
approaches address sector characteristics
in terms of: 1) district, 2) neighborhood, 3)
corridor [i.e. street or greenway], and 4)
public space. Each approach manifests
the planning principles outlined in Recommendations and Actions (pages 28): infill

The Downtown grid offers an exemplary city
pattern in its connectivity, compactness, and
mixed-use, requiring only infill development
to complete its potential. The Eastside and
other neighborhoods ringing the downtown
are endowed with public parks, which are
underutilized as generators of quality neighborhood development. Like the ring parks,
the Cultural Service District holds potential
as an amenity-rich anchor to attract new
housing and commercial development along
its edges. Both developed and undeveloped
ladders (state highway arterials) at the city's
periphery may serve as trunk lines sponsoring infill street networks with improved connectivity and mixed-use neighborhoods.

UACDC Monticello

Networks:
Developed Commercial Ladder
p 146

park
generators



p 110

Frontage:
Eastside Open Space

infill
street
networks

UACDC Monticello

Infill:
Downtown Grid

compact
Infill

p 100

Edge:
Cultural Service District
p 136

amenity
edges

planning approaches


p 156

infill
street
networks

Frontage Fabrics:
Undeveloped Suburban Ladder

UACDC Monticello

Developed Commercial Ladder
Redevelop arterial as
a connected city fabric
with existing commercial as the centerpiece
for new residential, office, and recreational
investments. Once the
periphery, the commercial ladder extends the
vitality and benefits of
the downtown.

Downtown Ring



Infill vacant properties
with
developments
using frontage standards that reinforce
surrounding street and
building patterns.

Cultural Service District
Develop the university and service district as satellite downtowns sponsoring compact,
mixed-use residential, commercial, and employment-based
development. As in any vital
campus-city interface, new edge
development should maximize
contact between itself and campus cores.

UACDC Monticello

Undeveloped Commercial Ladder
Preserve the aesthetic integrity of undeveloped rural
corridors through conservation planning strategies
that accommodate growth.
Frontage standards prevent
the typical devolution of such
roads into ugly landscapes
dominated by commercial
franchise and subdivision
development.

Downtown Grid
Infill vacant properties with
development
supportive
of
downtown's existing potential and sensitive to its historic
character. Legacy civic spaces
like the square and Main Street
hold great economic potential if
developed using urban frontage
and architectural standards.

Eastside
Develop Eastside as a
gateway to downtown
with new public investments in parks, streets,
and neighborhood development. Parks should
serve as generators of
new mixed-use development.



scenario planning

Commercial
Ladder
Downtown Ring

7

Downtown Grid
4

6
1

2
3

Eastside

7
5

Cultural
Service
District

1 downtown square
2 downtown greensward
3 market park
4 jordan park
5 service district edges
6 425 squareback
7 greenfield development

scenario planning
neighborhood-based
projects

From Shared Frameworks to Multiple
Possibilities
The following scenario proposals are frameworks for future development and are not
meant to be exhaustive or inflexible. Scenario planning is intended to illustrate strategic possibilities, emphasizing development
principles rather than fixed master plans. An
array of solutions may emerge from one
scenario sharing the same goals and objectives. The hallmark of successful scenario
thinking is adaptability within a shared frame
of reference among decision makers.

Each scenario is a plausible proposal intended to establish the minimum development effort necessary to leverage existing
conditions and to catalyze further private
investments. The actual course and phases
of development will vary with circumstances
related to available capital, property ownership, market dynamics, and the degree
of cooperation among public and private
stakeholders. Scenarios facilitate principled
thinking within uncertain and changing environments.
Scenarios are based on planning approaches outlined for each sector and not reliant
upon a specific project chronology between
sectors, although all scenarios could be pursued simultaneously. Scenarios are particularly useful in facilitating the City's strategic
plan for directing public investments over
the next 20 years.

UACDC Monticello
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infill:
downtown grid

What if all new mixed-use development
with high densities targeted revitalization of the square's lost economic and
urban vitality?
The scenario proposed for downtown
reconfigures the central square to create a walkable environment amenable to
enhanced mixed-use development. The
square is presently defined by pass-through
automobile and commercial trucking traffic,
as three of its four sides are classified as
state highways. Privileging regional mobility (i.e. vehicle count per hour and speed)
over place has compromised the economic
development and livability of downtown.
The scenario increases the square's area

with new landscape elements comple- 
mented by the introduction of arcades on
the north, east, and west fronts of buildings lining the square. Vacant property is
developed with mixed-use buildings having a mass, size, and frontage appropriate
to a downtown square (e.g. no one-story or
drive-through buildings). The scenario also
suggests a residential development proposal for the Whaley property on Main Street as
an illustration of the place-based codes for
this legacy street.
Planning consultations with the Arkansas
Highway and Transportation Department
(AHTD) regarding downtown transportation
solutions, which may involve bypasses, are
recommended.

Main St

UACDC Monticello

4
E McCloy Ave

1

2
E Gaines Ave

3

scenario development

downtown square scenario


1 Reconfigure traffic circle as a downtown square with new landscaping.
2 Introduce new building frontages at
west, north, and east sides.
3 Seek new traffic solutions with AHTD
and improve roads accordingly.
4 Facilitate new infill development.

UACDC Monticello

Whaley property
housing court
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downtown infill
development potential
Infill development (indicated in red) has a potential of 40% growth.
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frontage:
eastside open space
Jordan Park p 128

Downtown Greensward p 112

Market Park p 120

What if all new development in the Eastside and other ring neighborhoods began around redeveloped park space?
The scenario proposed for the eastside
open spaces repositions marginal park
spaces in the Eastside as central features
of new neighborhood development. Improved integration of park space with new
residential development not only increases
property valuations, but also enhances environmental safety by increasing the number of "eyes on the street" (or the park). A
key strategy of crime prevention according
to Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) is natural surveillance—a
design concept aimed primarily at keeping
potential offenders of petty crime easily observable. CPTED Watch (see http://www.
cpted-watch.com) recommends that developments: "Promote features that maximize
visibility of people, parking areas and build-

ing entrances; doors and windows that look 
on to street and parking areas; pedestrianfriendly sidewalks and streets; front porches;
adequate nighttime lighting." In other words,
extend residents' sphere of influence over
adjoining public spaces to establish territorial control, which is perceived by potential
offenders. Hence, "eyes on the street".
A disproportionate rate of deviant behavior
parallels the lack of environmental stewardship in the general neglect of the Eastside.
It is imperative that the junkyard and other
nuisance development along Gaines Street
and McCloy Avenue be removed from the
city.
The proposed park spaces align projected
municipal investments with new neighborhood development and acknowledge the
prevalent social culture in this sector of
Monticello.

UACDC Monticello

downtown greensward scenario


1 Remove junkyards and other nuisance
land uses, and remediate brownfield
conditions.
2 Install
greensward
and
street
landscaping along East McCloy and
East Gaines Avenues.
3 Possible new library or other civic
building to face greensward and serve
as threshold structure at edge of
downtown.
4 Develop housing with appropriate
frontage standards and new multi-way
boulevards.

...tsk, tsk, tsk

UACDC Monticello

4
E McCloy Ave

3

removed junkyard

1

2
E Gaines Ave

scenario development
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S Conley St

to downtown
0.4 miles

2

E Shelton Ave

1
3
scenario development

market park scenario


1 Develop farmers' market structures and
neighborhood plaza.
2 Install park facilities and landscaping.
3 Develop housing around market plaza
and park.

UACDC Monticello
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scenario development

jordan park scenario


1 Rehabilitate community center and its
eastern edge as neighborhood plaza.
2 Install street landscaping and upgrade
park facilities along North Larkin Street.
3 Develop housing with appropriate
frontage standards on North Larkin
Street and community center plaza.

to downtown
0.6 miles

UACDC Monticello
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R e c r e a t i o n

Pavilions
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Monticello
Drew
Memorial School System
Campus
Hospital

University of
Arkansas at Monticello

UACDC Monticello

edge:
cultural service district

What if new development intensified
edges around the three institutional
campuses to create urban villages?
The scenario proposed for the cultural service district extends the latent value in institutional campuses (education, medical,
university) through mixed-use development
of their edges. The cultural service district, a
concentration of institutional land uses, was
a popular planning idea from the 1960s. Initially intended as an urban renewal strategy
for large, ailing inner cities, the practice was
subsequently adopted by smaller communities and involved significant transportation
investments (e.g. the Highway 425 interchange). This displaced the possibility for
equitable distribution of civic investments as
neighborhood anchors throughout the city.

The unique assets of campuses present 
ideal opportunities for premium neighborhood development, leading to the desirable
"creative communities" often found in college
towns. Even the University of Arkansas at
Monticello (UAM), which houses mixed land
uses within its borders, expresses an underutilized integration potential—again, think in
terms of neighborhoods, not projects. Drew
Memorial Hospital prompts commercial development of allied medical services, but as
yet no mixed-use neighborhoods. As sizable
employment centers anticipating substantial
growth, these campuses generate the need
for supporting commercial and residential
services. Interface with city development
should be a part of their long-term facilities
management plans.

UACDC Monticello

medical/educational boulevard scenario


1 Encourage new mixed-use development
with appropriate frontage standards
along Scogin Drive and Old Warren
Road to create vital urban edges around
the Monticello School System complex.
2 Upgrade Scogin Drive and Old Warren
Road as avenues with landscape
medians and urban streetscapes.
3 Develop greenway along southern edge,
connecting to McCloy Park.
4 Manage school complex as a
neighborhood
asset
(e.g.
park,
recreation, assembly) that anchors a
surrounding urban village.
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networks:
developed commercial ladder

425 Squareback

What if SR 425 were to be converted from
an unsightly commercial corridor to a
mixed-use village center with residential
and employment-based uses?
The scenario proposed for the developed
commercial ladder designates mixed-use
infill development responsive to changing commercial environments. Commercial
markets are constantly seeking differences,
i.e. "variance-driven," rather than "equilibrium-driven". Emerging national models of
neo-village commercial formats (e.g. life
style centers, main street simulations, and
greyfield mall redevelopment) that sponsor
mixed-use development are displacing strip
centers and big boxes. New development
proposed for this sector leverages the commercial potential of businesses through the

transformation of over-scaled parking lots
into appealing neighborhoods with green
spaces and pedestrian amenities. Even
common retail now demands an experienced-based environment.
The scenario proposes a squareback at the
intersection of Monticello's two primary ladder developments—Highways 425 and 278.
The squareback introduces a secondary
street grid enhancing local connectivity with
a fine-scaled development of residential,
civic, and small-scale commercial land uses.
Frontage standards and settlement patterns
along arterial highways are improved, permitting developers to recapture the land
value through more efficient land use. The
ability to live, work, shop, and recreate within walking distance becomes feasible.
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278

425

Progitape

Existing intersection of Highway 425 and Highway 278.

425 squareback scenario


1 Install squareback quads as existing
conditions permit at major commercial
intersections.
2 Develop new retail with frontage
standards and improved parking lot
design with green spaces.
3 Develop housing, civic and other
neighborhood land uses with appropriate
frontage standards.
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Implementation of shared parking among different
land uses (e.g. Sunday church parking on commercial lots) advances land-use efficiency and curbs the
overdevelopment of large unsightly parking lots.

to downtown 
0.6 miles
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frontage fabric:
undeveloped suburban ladder

arterial highway

What if new highway development—typically planned as generic commercial
and residential subdivisions—were to be
planned as conservation development,
preserving the ecological functions and
aesthetic character of the rural landscape?
The scenario proposed for the undeveloped
suburban ladder accommodates new development while preserving local tree canopies,
wetlands, habitat preserves, and other environmental features that ensure Monticello
remains a desirable area. Conservation
development is planning that combines land
preservation with development clustering
to protect regional environmental systems.
Greenways, floodplains, meadows, public
lawns, and tree preserves are incorporated
into neighborhoods as key amenities, much

like coveted golf course developments 
(more than 60% of residents in golf course
communities do not play golf). Indeed, the
average suburban home is experiencing
3% to 6% annual appreciation compared to
the average golf course community home at
14% to 17%. Clustered planning and neighborhood-scale landscape systems create
the value differential between conservation
development and conventional development.
Existing or new tree canopies along undeveloped rural highways create buffers, protecting important regional view sheds from
unsightly franchise commercial development. Frontage standards and mixed-use
planning strategies for new highway commercial development improve the fit between development and environment.

arterial highway

UACDC Monticello

1
3

2

scenario development

greenfield development scenario


1 Implement frontage standards for
highway development, either maintain
existing tree canopy and meadow, or
install new landscape buffers.
2 Develop a public lawn—or enclave—for
new mixed-use and/or residential
development. If commercial only, use
landscape buffer and building to screen
parking lot from highway viewshed.
3 Install landscape streets like avenues or
boulevardswithpossibilityforconnections
to adjoining neighborhoods.
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conventional development

conservation development

development
conventional vs. conservation



Conventional
Cul-de-sac development lacks
connectivity to adjacent streets, creating
mobility inefficiencies.
Isolation of streets reduces "eyes on
the street" and diminishes neighborhood
safety.
Favors automobile transit over
pedestrian mobility.

Connectivity
Facilitates a walkable, pedestrianfriendly environment.
Improves mobility and access through
multiple connections to surrounding land
development.
Improves safety through enhancement
of access and response time for
emergency services.

UACDC Monticello

Provides a shared neighborhood
"foyer", creating sense of place in
greenfield development.
Serves as a highway node for
commercial and other non-residential
frontage.
Facilitates home clustering, density
mix, and mixed-use development
criterion in conservation planning.
Contributes to open space
conservation, enhancing property
valuations.
Enclave


Frontage
30' minimum landscape buffer of trees,
meadow, or floodplain along arterial
highways preserves scenic viewsheds.
In the absence of trees, native tree
species should be planted to screen new
development along highway.

administration

administration
place-based codes
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How to Use This
Code
Code
Administration
174_Principles

Street
Specifications
Existing AHTD
Street Classifications
Master Street
Plan
180_Master
Street Plan and
Specifications

Frontage Components
Block Development
Standards
Frontage Plan
192_Sector
Development

222_Green
Network



The City
1. Focus growth to the appropriate
neighborhood catalyst area or sector.
2. Retain its natural infrastructure and
visual character derived
from topography, woodlands, farmlands,
and riparian corridors.
3. Encourage infill and redevelopment.
4. Structure development as a
neighborhood pattern integrated with the
existing urban pattern.
5. Distribute affordable housing
throughout the city.
6. Define and connect the city sectors
with green corridors.
7. Include a framework of transit,
pedestrian, and bicycle systems.

UACDC Monticello

principles


The Community
1. Neighborhoods should be the
preferred pattern of development
excepting special districts such as
downtown.
2. Provide a range of housing types and
price levels that accommodate diverse
ages and incomes.
3. Schools should be sized and located
to enable children to walk or bicycle to
them.
4. Distribute open space including
parks, squares, and playgrounds within
neighborhoods and sectors.

The Neighborhood
1. Accommodate walkers, bikers, and
public transportation.
2. Make open space integral to overall
design.
3. Keep buildings and spaces at a human
scale.
4. Define thoroughfares as civic places
with buildings and landscaping.
5. Provide a mixture of residential and
non-residential uses.
6. Require interconnected streets within
and between developments.
7. Mix housing types and markets.
8. Emphasize re-use of sites.
9. Adapt development to site terrain.

UACDC Monticello



Code Contents

The regulating Master Plan of Monticello is a place-based code (also known as formbased code) intended to guide the growth and development of the city of Monticello.
The code standards are divided into sectors, neighborhoods, street types, and block
types. Refer to "Scenario Planning: Neighborhood-based Projects" section of the
book for the sector and neighborhood planning visions.

How to Use This Code

1. Determine which neighborhood and sector the project will be in, and ensure that
the project contributes to the desired vision.
2. Using the Master Street Plan, determine which street type the project abuts and
enforce the appropriate street requirements.
3. Using the Block and Frontage Plan, establish the frontage requirements and determine the disposition, parking, and frontage elements for the specified block type.
4. Establish if the project is to be included in the Green Network and if necessary
coordinate with the Green Network administrating body.

Review Committee

Monticello should develop a design review process to administer the place-based
regulating code. Prior to any new construction, addition or renovation of any exist-

UACDC Monticello

code administration
ing building, or any site improvements within the city, the review committee should
perform a design review process to ensure that the standards and regulations established by the regulating Master Plan are met. It is the design review committee's
charge to uphold and interpret the principles of the Place-based Code.

Rehabilition of Existing Buildings

The administrating body of the place-based code should make judicious exceptions
or permit requirements that would allow for some amount of additions to existing
structures without compliance with the place-based code standards. In the case of
fire or other disaster, the existing buildings may be rebuilt in their previous arrangement. Incentives should be provided that would encourage property owners.

Nuisance Development and Abandonment

Development shall be deemed "nuisance" and forbidden in any area of the city if it is
detrimental to the public health, safety, or welfare or materially injurious to properties
or improvements in the vicinity. A nuisance may also be dimensional, service-based,
atmospheric, acoustic, or traffic based. Existing nuisance developments should be
removed or remediated through civil obligation or incentives and redevelopment
programs. The city should reserve the right to acquire, through a taking, any development or property that is inconsistent or perpetual nonconformity.
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STEP 2.
Determine Street Type

NO PARKING

STEP 1.
Determine Sector and
Neighborhood

EAST SIDE OF SQUARE

WEST SIDE OF SQUARE

NORTH SIDE

NO PARKING

SOUTH SIDE



SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE

UACDC Monticello

STEP 3.
Establish which Block
and Frontage Type the
Property is Within

STEP 4.
Determine Green Network Participation

How to use
the codes


square
square (primary)
Main Street/ 278 (primary)

side street (secondary)
second layer street (secondary)
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master street plan
and streetscape
specifications

SR 425 Commercial Ladder
SR 278 Greensward Boulevard
Cultural and Service Boulevard
Downtown Square
Main Street
Neighborhood
Green Street
Rural Arterial

Mona Liza Ct.

UACDC Monticello

600 vpd

Local Street

Existing Arkansas Highway and Transportation Department Street Classifications
20 MPH

30 MPH

60’ r.o.w.

Class II

70’ r.o.w.

2600 vpd

Residential Collector
Class III

47’ paved

70’ r.o.w.

40 MPH

A 2-way thoroughfare facilitating
vehicular circulation around
a neighborhood development
offering minimal to no pedestrian
infrastructure.

51’ paved

80’ r.o.w.

45 MPH

45 MPH
Class IV

90’ r.o.w.

63’ paved

100’ r.o.w.

70’ paved

Highway 83S

47’ paved

35 MPH

45 MPH

3600 vpd

55 MPH

Minor Rural Arterial

Defined by fast moving vehicular
traffic and a wide right-of-way. Offers
limited to no pedestrian infrastructure.

200’ r.o.w.

84’ paved

45,000 vpd

Classes V

200’ r.o.w.

98’paved

45,000 vpd

55 MPH

425 and 278

35’ paved

Main Street

Class I

50’ r.o.w.

23,500 vpd

F R E E WAY
R A I S E D

20,000 vpd

F R E E WAY
DEPRESSED

4’ sidewalk

P R I N C I PA L
ARTERIAL

16,000 vpd

P R I N C I PA L
ARTERIAL

4’ sidewalk



4’ sidewalk

P R I N C I PA L
ARTERIAL

11,600 vpd

4’ sidewalk

M I N O R
ARTERIAL

5,400 vpd

4’ sidewalk

CO M M E R C I A L
COLLECTOR

3,900 vpd

4’ sidewalk

RESIDENTIAL
COLLECTOR

25’ paved

2,600 vpd

L O C A L
S T R E E T

A low volume residential street with
driveway access and pedestrian
amenities.

4800 vpd

Principal Arterial

A primary thoroughfare that is
designed to move vehicular
traffic. Provides access to high
density development and regional
transportation corridors. Limited
pedestrian infrastructure.

UACDC Monticello

Pervious Pavement

Recommended and Enhanced Streetscape
Components

Bioswale

Bike Lane w/ Plant Buffer



NO PARKING

NO PARKING

Pedestrian Island

Curb Extension

No Parking Zone for
Fire Truck Access

Infiltration Garden

UACDC Monticello

24'

10'
green
strip

24'
thoroughfare

10'
green
strip

5' 5' 10'
sidewalk

thoroughfare

bike lane

bike lane

green
strip

green
strip



SR425 Commercial Ladder
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Number of Parking Lanes
Planting Pattern
Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

Class IV (Principle Arterial)
45 mph
118' - 140'
12'
two way
none
30' o.c.
red maple
as per AHTD requirements
5'
5'

PROPERTY LINE

10' 5' 5' 10'
green
strip

sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE

118' R.O.W.

UACDC Monticello

24'

5'

5' 8'

11'

8' 5' 8'

SOUTH SIDE

NORTH SIDE

green thorough
fare
strip

sidewalk

24'
thoroughfare

green

5'

parking

greensward

bike lane

sidewalk

bike lane

thoroughfare

PROPERTY LINE

8' 5'
green
strip

74' R.O.W.

sidewalk

8'
sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE

55' R.O.W.



SR278 Greensward Boulevard
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Number of Parking Lanes
Planting Pattern
Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

Class IV (Principle Arterial)
45 mph
55' south side 74' north side
12' (principle), 11' (frontage
street)
multi-way
1
cluster at greensward edges,
30' o.c. @ south side and
north side thoroughfare
north side dogwood south side
water tupelo
t.b.d.
5'
8' (frontage), 5' (greensward)

5' 8' 11' 10' 11' 8' 7' 8'

NO PARKING

bike lane

parking

thoroughfare

parking

thoroughfare

green
strip

sidewalk

NO PARKING

16'
sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE

84' R.O.W.

bike lane

EAST SIDE
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Cultural and Service Boulevard
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Number of Parking Lanes
Planting Pattern
Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

Class III (Minor Arterial)
35 mph
74' - 100'
11'
two way
2
Allee 30' o.c.
water tupelo 30' o.c. center
island
as per AHTD requirements
5'
16' @ principle w/ infiltration
gardens, 8' @ frontage

UACDC Monticello

14' 17' 7' 10'

EAST
EAST
SIDE
SIDE
OFOF
SQUARE
SQUARE

WEST
WEST
SIDE
SIDE
OFOF
SQUARE
SQUARE

travel
lane

sidewalk

200'
square

bike lane

20'
parking

parking

sidewalk

travel
lane

R.O.W.

PROPERTY LINE

42'

R.O.W.

10' 5' 12'
bike lane

PROPERTY LINE

47'



SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE
SOUTH SIDE OF SQUARE
Downtown Square
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Number of Parking Lanes
Planting Pattern
Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

Class II (Commercial Collector)
25 mph
40' - 50'
varies
one way
1
30' o.c.
red maples at allee, match
existing oaks on square
as per downtown standards
5'
10' - 12'

UACDC Monticello

NO PARKING

sidewalk

green strip

bike lane

parking

bike lane
green strip

WEST SIDE

8' 7' 5' 5'

EAST SIDE

22'
thoroughfare

PROPERTY LINE

5' 5'
sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE



52' R.O.W.

Main Street
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Number of Parking Lanes
Planting Pattern
Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

Class II (Residential Collector)
30 mph max.
50' - 60'
11'
two way
1
trees 30' o.c.
as appropriate to context
as appropriate to context
5'
5'

UACDC Monticello

38' R.O.W.
5' 5'
sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE

18'
thoroughfare

green strip

green strip

sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE

5' 5'



Neighborhood Street
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Number of Parking Lanes
Planting Pattern
Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

Class I (Local Street)
25 mph max.
43' max.
9'
two way
none
trees 30' o.c.
as appropriate to context
as needed
shared with thoroughfare
5'

R.O.W. VARIES

18'

5'

parking
and
bioswales

sidewalk

18'
parking
and
bioswales

VARIES

EAST SIDE OF SQUARE

thoroughfare

PROPERTY LINE

5'
sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE

RE
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Green Street
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Parking

Class I (Local Street)
15-25 mph
51' + optional bike lanes
18' (thoroughfare)
two way
between stormwater swales,
pervious surfaces

Planting Pattern

trees min 30' o.c., coordinate
with stormwater swales.
intermittent bioswales.
water-tolerant species
as needed
shared with thoroughfare
5'

Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

UACDC Monticello

R.O.W. VARIES

5' 10'

VARIES

10' 5'
sidewalk

green strip

green strip

thoroughfare

12'
bike lane

PROPERTY LINE

12'
bike lane

sidewalk

PROPERTY LINE

30' MIN.
landscape
buffer

30' MIN.
landscape
buffer



Rural Arterial
Classification
Design Speed
R.O.W. Width
Lane Width
Traffic Direction
Number of Parking Lanes
Planting Pattern
Tree Type
Street Light Spacing
Bike Lane Width
Sidewalk Width

Class IV (Principle Arterial)
45 mph
100' - 200'
typically 11'
two way
none
natural tree buffer, at least one
tree every 30' on sidewalk, bike
path
as appropriate to context
as per AHTD requirements
12'
incorporated in bike path
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frontage plan and
block development
standards

Downtown Block Type
Main Street Block Type
Greensward Block Type
Cultural Services Block Type
Clustered Land Development Block Type
Squareback Block Type
Park Frontage Block Type
Infill Neighborhood Block Type

includes manufactured housing block type

Greenfield Development Block Type
includes manufactured housing block type

UACDC Monticello
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Block Type Diagram Components

primary street frontage
property/lot line

building with frontage
component
stoop/stair allowed to
encroach build-to line

secondary street frontage

build-to-line
parking setback area

secondary street frontage

private property and public
right-of-way line

second layer street (secondary)



primary street frontage- main building frontage must face the primary street.
secondary street frontage- building frontage is relaxed compared to primary frontage. If a
building is on a corner lot and has both primary and secondary frontage requirements, main
building frontage should always face primary frontage.
build-to-line- the location on each lot near the street right-of-way where building fronts are
placed. This replaces the "setback line" of zoning, requiring only a minimum distance from
the public right-of-way and no obligation for building frontage continuity within a block. No
component other than stoops or stairs may encroach the build-to line.
parking setback area- all off-street parking must be contained within the setback area as
specified for each block type.

UACDC Monticello

Downtown Block Type


Principle 1
Encourage infill and higher densities through compact redevelopment.
Principle 2
In collaboration with AHTD, re-configure the traffic circle and restore
the downtown square.
Principle 3
Enhance pedestrian infrastructure to encourage walkability and multimodal transportation choices.
Principle 4
Implement a mix of uses and housing options, encouraging "third
places" like bookshops, cafes, and cinemas.
Principle 5
Strengthen the existing frontage character of the historic square.

UACDC Monticello

existing square frontage 2003

downtown square 2025

square
street (primary)
0'
side street (primary)

side street (primary)



second layer street (secondary)

Frontage Density
primary 100% of lot width
secondary 70% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary at property line
secondary at property line

Permitted Frontage Components
patio, gallery, arcade, storefront

Height
primary 3-5 stories
secondary 2-3 stories
first floor flush with sidewalk grade

Parking Placement
north and east side 45°angle
south side parallel
west side none

Note: The following uses shall be prohibited within the downtown block type- gas stations,
junkyards, parking that occupies an entire lot, industry, and car dealerships.

UACDC Monticello

Main Street Block Type


Principle 1
Register for status of historic places for qualifying structures and for
Main Street as a historic district.
Principle 2
Encourage single family residential development sensitive to the
historic character of Main Street, including large homes, large front yard
setbacks, prominent frontages, and appropriate landscaping.
Principle 3
Maintain the sidewalk and plant large trees along street edges. Preserve
existing street tree canopy.
Principle 4
Encourage the integration of appropriate civic institutions (such as
churches, schools, and museums) on Main Street.

UACDC Monticello

existing Main Street frontage 2003

existing Main Street frontage 2003

Main Street (primary)

20'

side street (secondary)

side street (secondary)

25'



second layer street (secondary)

Frontage Density

Height

as per context

Frontage Placement

primary 2-4 stories
secondary 1-2 stories

as per context

first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Permitted Frontage Components
patio, terrace, porch, gallery, arcade

Parking Placement
primary on-street, 25' min.
setback
secondary on-street, 20' min.
setback

Note: All main street block specifications should be flexible and altered so to respect the
immediate context of the existing neighborhood. As a legacy street the following uses shall
be prohibited in the Main Street block type- gas stations, junkyards, parking that occupies
the entire lot, industry, and car dealerships.
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Greensward Block Type


Principle 1
Remove and remediate all nuisance development inside and along the
greensward.
Principle 2
Encourage dense single-family or multi-family two-story residential
development along the greensward multi-way boulevard.
Principle 3
Allocate residential parking along the multi-way boulevard for homes
that front the greensward and rear or sideyard parking for second layer
streets.
Principle 4
Integrate existing productive light manufacturing facilities with
greensward frontage.
Principle 5
Encourage the development of a new library or appropriate civic
institution at the head of the greensward, creating a gateway to
downtown.

UACDC Monticello

SR 278 in 2003

SR 278 greensward and downtown
approach in 2025

greensward
greensward boulevard (primary)
25'

15'

side street (secondary)

side street (secondary)

20'



second layer street (secondary)

Frontage Density
primary 70%-100% of lot width
secondary min. 50% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 25' from property
line
secondary 15' from property
line

Permitted Frontage Components
stoop, patio, terrace, porch, gallery, arcade
forecourt, storefront

Height
primary 2 stories
secondary 1-2 stories
first floor raised above grade 4'-0" min.
at primary frontage and 2'-0" min. at
secondary frontages

Parking Placement
primary on-street
secondary on-street, 20' min.
setback

Note: The following uses shall be prohibited within the Greensward block type- gas
stations, junkyards, parking that occupies the entire lot, industry, and car dealerships.
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Cultural and Service
Block Type

Principle 1
Integrate new single and multi-family residential development at
edges of existing cultural and service areas.
Principle 2
Share cultural and recreational facilities among institutions and new
development.
Principle 3
Connect a range of housing choices and densities with multi-modal
pedestrian and transportation networks.

UACDC Monticello

example of mixed use courtyard

cultural & service boulevard in 2025

boulevard
(primary)
side street (secondary)

side street (secondary)

20'



second layer street (secondary)

Frontage Density
primary 80% of lot width
secondary min. 60% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 0'-25' from property
line
secondary 0'-15' from property
line

Permitted Frontage Components
stoop, patio, terrace, porch, gallery,
forecourt, storefront

Height
primary 2-4 stories
secondary 2 stories
no requirements for first floor grade

Parking Placement
primary on-street, 20' min.
setback
secondary on-street, 20' min.
setback
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Clustered Land
Development Block Type

Principle 1
Group development parcels to preserve land for open space amenities.
Principle 2
Support a mix of medium and high density housing in convenient
walking distance to neighborhood amenities.

UACDC Monticello

Turtle Creek Bend, Dallas, TX

Turtle Creek Bend, Dallas, TX

street (primary)
side street (secondary)

side street (secondary)



second layer street (secondary)

Frontage Density
primary 90% of lot width
secondary 90% of lot width
interior court 90% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 10' setback
secondary 10' setback
interior court 0' setback

Permitted Frontage Components
stoop, patio, terrace, porch, storefront

Height
primary 2 stories
secondary 2 stories
first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Parking Placement
primary on street
secondary on street
interior court parking islands,
private auto court

Block Development Standards
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Park Frontage Block Type


Principle 1
Encourage dense single-family and multi-family residential
development with reduced setbacks along park edges for increased
service and safety.
Principle 2
Re-configure park access to be pedestrian-oriented streets and plazas
connected to the pedestrian network.
Principle 3
Infill lots in neighborhoods adjacent to parks.

UACDC Monticello

existing conditions, 2003

Jordan Park in 2025

p a rk
park (primary)
side street (secondary)

side street (secondary)

35'



second layer street (secondary)

Frontage Density
primary 70% of lot width
secondary min. 50% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 25' max. from
property line
secondary 35' max. from
property line

Permitted Frontage Components
patio, terrace, porch

Height
primary 1-2 stories
secondary 1-2 stories
first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Parking Placement
primary no min. setback
secondary on-street, 35' min.
setback
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Squareback Block Type


Principle 1
Promote a walkable shopping district with a range of retail,
entertainment, civic, and residential densities.
Principle 2
At storefronts provide through access to secondary streets a sufficient
distance from primary intersection to reduce congestion and promote
interconnectivity.
Principle 3
Cluster shopping and parking around green spaces.
Principle 4
Encourage lower parking ratios and shared parking between
commercial and adjacent land uses.
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side street (secondary)

second layer street (secondary)

425 (primary)

existing commercial ladder, 2003

278 (primary)


commercial ladder, 2025

Frontage Density
primary 80% of lot width
secondary 50% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 60' max from
property line
secondary no requirement

Permitted Frontage Components
commercial

patio, terrace, gallery,
arcade, storefront

residential

stoop, patio, porch,
gallery

Height
primary 1-2 stories
secondary 1-2 stories
first floor raised above grade 2'-0" min. for
residential and 0'-0" for commercial

Parking Placement
primary 5' min. setback
secondary 5' min. setback
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Decreasing

Infill Lot

Shopping Edge

Typical commercial
arterial development

Corner Lot
Corner Anchor

ADJACENT
BIG BOX



4 parking spaces/1000 sq.ft

BIG BOX

BIG BOX

RETENTION

Squareback Development Alternatives

Shared
Parking
Shopping Court

UACDC Monticello

3.5 parking spaces/1000 sq.ft

Gateway Retail

3 parking spaces/1000 sq.ft

Increasing Service

Parking Requirements

Parking Gardens



Lawn and Room

Center Anchors

Neighborhood Frontage

Pedestrian Greens

Block Development Standards
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Infill Neighborhood
Block Type


Principle 1
Develop single-family and multi-family residential projects
complimentary to neighborhood characters.
Principle 2
Encourage well-placed and appropriate commercial uses
commensurate with the needs of the residences (food shops, bakeries,
cafes, etc.).
Principle 3
Enhance pedestrian infrastructure and walkability.
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neighborhoods with potential, 2003

street (primary)
side street (secondary)

side street (secondary)

25' max.



street (primary)

Frontage Density
primary 50% min. of lot
width
secondary 40% min. of lot
width

Height
primary 1-2 stories
secondary 1 stories
first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Frontage Placement

Parking Placement

primary 25' max. from
property line
secondary 25' max. from
property line

primary on-street, equal to
building setback
secondary on-street, equal to
building setback

Permitted Frontage Components
stoop, patio, terrace, porch, gallery,
arcade, storefront

Block Development Standards
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Greenfield Development
(Conservation)
Block Type
Principle 1
Implement a minimum 30' dense vegetal buffer between the development and the collector or rural arterial.
Principle 2
Require pedestrian and vehicular interconnectivity between developments.
Principle 3
Cluster dense residential and appropriate commercial around greens
or natural landscapes.
Principle 4
Promote a range of housing densities and affordability.
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existing rural arterial highway, 2003

enclave development along highway, 2025

enclave
enclave (primary)
side street (secondary)

side street (secondary)

buffer

rural arterial highway

30'

20'

second layer street (secondary)

Frontage Density
primary 70% of lot width
secondary 50% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 20' max. from
property line
secondary 15' from property
line

Permitted Frontage Components
patio, terrace, porch, storefront

Height
primary 2 stories
first floor raised 2'-4' above grade
secondary 1 stories
first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Parking Placement
primary on-street, 20' min.
setback
secondary on-street



Block Development Standards
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Manufactered Housing
Special Block Type


Principle 1
Develop single lot and trailer park projects complimentary to existing
neighborhood characters.
Principle 2
Maintain frontage for manufactured homes with built frontage
components for outdoor living.

short frontage
UACDC Monticello
no carport

short frontage
carport and storage

option

manufactured ho
frontage inter
manufactured home park
frontage interface

scenario 2

manufactured home with added frontage,
2005

frontage interfaces

long frontage

street (primary)



Manufactured Housing Park

Frontage Density
primary 50% of lot width
secondary 40% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 15' max. from
property line
secondary 15' max. from
property line

Permitted Frontage Components
porch, gallery

Height
primary 1 story
secondary 1 story
first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Parking Placement
primary on-street
secondary on-street
private interior auto court

manufactured home park
short
short
frontage
frontage
frontage
interface
no
nocarport
carport

short
shortfrontage
frontage

carportand
andstorage
storage
UACDC carport
Monticello

long frontage

option
option

manufactured
manufacturedhome
homepark
park
frontage
frontageinterface
interface

scenario
scenario
1 1

porch

porch and carport

long side orientation

long
longfrontage
frontage

option
option

street (primary)

street (primary)



manufactured home
single family lot frontage

Frontage Density
scenario
scenario
2 2

primary 40% of lot width
secondary 40% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 15' from property
line
secondary 15' from property
line

Permitted Frontage Components
terrace, porch, gallery

manufactured home courtyard

manufactured
manufactured
home
home
parkpark

frontage
frontage
interface
interface
Height

primary 1 story
secondary 1 story
first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Parking Placement
primary on-street, 15' min.
setback
secondary on-street, 15' min.
setback
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manufactured home park
frontage interface

long frontage
scenario 2

porch armature

street (primary)
manufactured home
single property owner plug-in


Frontage Density
primary 40% of lot width
secondary 40% of lot width

Frontage Placement
primary 15' from property
line
secondary 15' from property
line

Permitted Frontage Components
terrace, porch, gallery

Height
primary 1 story
secondary 1 story
first floor raised 2'-0" min. above grade

Parking Placement
primary on-street, 15' min.
setback
secondary on-street, 15' min.
setback

UACDC Monticello

Frontage Components



Building
lines
set closely to the
sidewalk line with
a projection of
stairs
reaching
a raised ground
floor
entrance.
Windows raised
above the sight
lines of the street.
A small front patio
or garden area often accompanies
ground floor residential use.

A small outdoor
space for dining
or recreation that
adjoins a building, often paved
and enclosed by a
fence or a wall.

An outdoor extension of an interior room raised
above the level of
the adjacent lawn
or walk. More
raised
ground
than a constructed platform, the
Terrace has a
finished floor surface and no roof.
Often with steps
and bounded by a
fence or low wall,
the eye level of
the inhabitant is
just at or above
that of the passing
pedestrians.

Stoop

Patio

Terrace

Porches should
be
furnishable
and have a depth
of not less than
eight feet. Where
feasible concerning access, residential
porches
should be raised
from the level of
the walk by at
least 24 inches. A
social space at the
front of the building, porches offer
both prospect and
refuge.

Porch

UACDC Monticello

A canopy (intercolumnated
or not) that may
be attached or
detached
from
the building that
provides shelter
for pedestrians.
Should be a minimum of ten feet
wide.

A habitable setback formed by a
rhythm of architectural columnation
supporting
the building or
patios and decks
above. A subtraction of space from
the mass of the
building, it should
be a minimum of
ten feet wide.

Used
intermittently and mixed
with other frontages. A portion
of the building is
set back from the
building line of the
block
providing
a relief space for
lawns, gardens,
vehicular dropoffs
and porte-corche.

Usually having a
cantilevered
off
hung canopy to
protect pedestrians, Storefronts
directly abut the
property line and
have a high degree of transparency to the interior of the building.
Portions are often
set back or chamfered to increase
window surface
area and to create
a foyer into the
shop.

Gallery

Arcade

Forecourt

Storefront
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country
club

western
pines
park

oakland
cemetery
whaley
property

greensward
square

un

ty

op

tio

n

market
park

co

mccloy
park



school
system
complex

UAM
campus

jordan
park
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OBJECTIVE: Establish a city-wide green network of trails and
greenways for conservation, recreation, transportation and
education.
The purpose of the system is to link people to the area's natural,
recreational, cultural, and commercial resources. It is recognized
that this is an ambitious plan and that development will be
incremental over an extended period of time. The trail locations
proposed in this section are conceptual in nature. It is expected
that certain trail segments within the total green network will
be established as high priority projects and resources will be
initially targeted for the construction of these trail segments. It
is expected that various civic groups and/or members of the
development community will build large portions of the green
network on an opportunistic basis.
General Principles:
1. Establish a green network in Monticello that provides:
- Protection of stream corridor vegetation, water quality and the viability of wildlife
habitats;
- Recreational opportunities such as hiking, bicycling and walking close to
residential areas;
- An alternative transportation link in the city's neighborhoods, parks, activity
centers, schools, and commercial and office areas,
- Educational opportunities such as nature hikes, species and plant identification,
and interpretation of historic, architectural and natural resources.
- Coordinate adjacent land development with consideration of the green network,
so that existing and future development will be integrated and harmonious with

green network

the system. Integrate existing off-stream trails into the green network. Encourage
public involvement in the planning and development of the green network.
- Provide a cost-efficient trail system while meeting the principles outlined. Provide
long-term funding, maintenance, and administration for the implementation of the
green network through a public-private partnership.
Greenway Advisory Committee
A Green Network Advisory Committee should work with the City of Monticello and
the Parks and Recreation Department to oversee and coordinate implementation
and maintenance. Alternatively, the city may also elect to nominate the Parks
Department as the administrative body for the Green Network.
The proposed responsibilities of the Green Network administrative body may
include:
- Prioritize the various greenway projects.
- Determine methods to promote and fund the green network.
- Review trail plans to ensure that they are designed in a manner that adheres to
agreed-upon locations and standards.
- Advise during the development process as necessary, and suggest methods in
which a site can connect or be integrated into the green network.
- Coordinate efforts of County Government agencies, private organizations, land
owners and developers.
- Refer landowners to appropriate land trusts; be pro-active in acquiring right-ofway/donation of land for greenways and trails.
- Work with the community and allow for citizen's input on trail related issues.
- Arrange and coordinate operation and maintenance of the greenway system
with volunteers and cooperating organizations such as local churches.

glossary

G
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affordable housing - according to HUD, housing
in which the occupant is paying no more than
30% of gross income for housing costs, including
utilities.
allee - a regularly spaced row of trees usually
planted along a thoroughfare or pedestrian
corridor.

density - the number of dwelling units within a
standard measure of land, usually designated
as units per acre. Density is important given its
implications for: 1) energy use, 2) accessibility, 3)
walkability, and 4) land conservation.
elevation - the exterior wall of a building not
along a public right-of-way (see facade).

arterial - regional trunk thoroughfare providing
high vehicular capacity at speeds between 40
and 70 mph with limited access.

enclave - a distinctly bounded open area
contained within a larger unit.

attainable housing - housing units affordable to
households with income between 80% and 120%
of the area median income.

fabric - a network or pattern of streets, blocks,
buildings, and landscapes constituting an
identifiable area.

avenue - a thoroughfare designed for high
vehicular capacity and low speed. Avenues
are short distance connectors between urban
centers, and may contain landscaped medians.
Avenues become collectors upon exiting urban
areas.

facade - the exterior wall of a building that
fronts a public right-of-way (see elevation and
frontage).

block face - the aggregate of all building facades
on one side of a block and the context for
establishing street character.
boulevard - a thoroughfare designed for high
vehicular capacity and moderate speed. Multiway boulevards contain separate roads for
parking and local traffic, buffering sidewalks and
buildings from arterial traffic. Boulevards become
arterials upon exiting urban areas.
brownfield - a vacated site, usually with former
industrial and commercial land uses, harboring
contaminants
beyond
designated
safety
thresholds, either above or below ground.
build-to-line - the location on each lot near
the street right-of-way where building fronts
are placed. This replaces the "setback line" of
zoning, requiring only a minimum distance from
the public right-of-way and no obligation for
building frontage continuity within a block (see
block face).
collector - short-distance primary thoroughfare
providing high vehicular capacity at speeds
between 30 and 50 mph.
conservation development - planning that
combines land preservation with development
clustering to protect regional environmental
systems.

floodplain - the area adjacent to a river, creek,
lake, stream, or other open waterway that is
subject to flooding when there is a significant
rain.
100-year floodplain - a 1-in-100 probability
in any given year that a designated area will
experience flooding. Such designations are
established to guide property development and
to ensure proper watershed management.
frontage - private landscape and/or three
dimensional building element extensions of
building facades that face a public right-of-way
(see facade).
greenfield - undeveloped or agricultural land
noncontiguous with existing urban areas.
greenway - an open space public corridor usually
following a stream or railroad corridor developed
for passive recreation related to bicycling and
walking.
greyfield - an abandoned parking lot usually
related to a mall, shopping center, or other large
format land use.
infill - vacant or under used property within an
otherwise built-up area, whose development
completes neighborhood build-out and requires
no further expansion of city infrastructure.
interchange - a highway intersection designed
to permit traffic flow and change of direction with
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minimal redirection in speed.
ladder - land pattern characterized by aggregation
of cul-de-sac type development (commonly
referred to as "lollipop") along arterials with high
proximity, but low or no connectivity, between
land uses.
local - street providing low vehicular capacity at
speeds between 15 and 30 mph and supportive
of pedestrian activity.

sustainable development characterized by
compact densities, mixed land use, easy
accessibility between land uses, and transit
options beyond the automobile. Smart growth
planning incorporates ecological services yielded
by the environment and requires less long-term
energy use.
sector - a territorial category defined by an
identifiable pattern of settlement.

neighborhood - an urbanized land area of
at least 40 acres usually of mixed land and
residential uses.

sprawl - land development pattern characterized
by low density, single land use, low connectivity
between uses, and requiring automobile
dependency.

nuisance - property use that is an unreasonable
interference with the enjoyment of another's
property, or adversely affects the health, safety,
welfare or comfort of the public.

squareback - secondary traffic loop around the
developed intersection of a collector or arterial,
providing connectivity between the four corner
properties without use of the intersection.

pedestrian shed - area range in which people will
favor walking as a transportation option among
others. The accepted dimension for a short
pedestrian shed is 1/4 mile radius or a five minute
walk, while a long pedestrian shed is 1/2 mile or a
ten minute walk. Convenience and well-designed
environments are the primary factors influencing
the inclination toward pedestrian activity.

streetscape - urban realm composed of:
1) thoroughfares [travel lanes for vehicles
and bicycles, automobile parking lanes, and
sidewalks], 2) public frontages [street trees and
other landscape, borders, signs, streetlights,
etc.], and 3) private frontages [buildings facades,
porches, yards, and built edges.

master street plan - plan articulating public
space, street profiles, and building frontage
requirements.
place-based code (also known as "form-based
code") - land development standards based on
the physical form of the street and other public
spaces rather than on land-use classification
(see zoning). The basic components of the
place-based code are a: 1) master street plan,
2) street sections, and 3) building frontage
standards.
right-of-way - public easements for the
development of transportation infrastructure
related to waterways, streets, utilities, and
sidewalks.
riparian - of, on, or relating to the banks of a
natural course of water.
scenario planning - process governed by
supposing a selected sequence of events among
other options.
smart growth - growth patterns that promote

subdivisions - partitioning of a land holding into
individual lots usually of the same land use and
building type.
sustainability - growth paradigm requiring
that present development equitably meet its
own needs without compromising the ability of
future generations to enjoy similar or improved
standards of living.
superblock - aggregation of standard city blocks
(2-5 acres), creating long distances between
streets and making walkability unfeasible. Blocks
lose their capacity to support pedestrian activity
above 500 feet, or seven acres, and ideally
should be less than three acres or approximately
400 x 300 feet.
zoning - municipal land ordinances based on
single use classifications. Zoning was formulated
in the 1920s as a municipal regulatory structure to
segregate land uses, mostly to prevent the mixing
of industrial uses with other land development.
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1785 - The Land Ordinance
becomes
the
standard
for
settlement, dividing land into onemile square sections.

1 8 4 0

1 8 3 0

1803 - The United States acquires
530 million acres with the Louisiana
Purchase.

1835

Early settlers found the lowland
marshes
around
Bayou
Bartholomew intolerable.
In
the mid 1830s, they relocated
a short distance west on what
is now known as the Monticello
Ridge.
They called their
settlement Rough and Ready.

1 8 6 0

City of Monticello Historic Development United States

1796 - The Land Act applies the
1785 Land Ordinance nationally.

1 8 5 0

1836 - In order for land to be available
to more people, the one-mile square
section of the 1796 Land Act is finally
subdivided into 16 quarter-quarter
sections of 40 acres each. This plot
became prevalent in midwestern
and south central states and was
the basis for the size of the original
Monticello town grid.
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1862 - The Homestead Act allows
settlers to freely claim ownership
of up to 160 acres of land if able to
guarantee five years of occupation
and cultivation.

1880 - Rail service reaches Monticello

1916 - federal funding for highways
begins.

1870- New Drew County
Courthouse built on the town
square.

83.02 acres for building a more
suitable County Seat. The original
plat divides a 1/4 mile square into
36 blocks, one of which was a town
square. The City of Monticello is
incorporated on December 20, 1852.

Iron Mountain
Rail

State Agricultural School
(UAM)

1 9 0 0

1 8 9 0

1 8 8 0

1852
In 1849 the Austin family donates

1 9 1 0

1905-1920 - Driven primarily by
its role as an agricultural center,
Monticello boasts the greatest
per capita wealth in Arkansas.

1874 - First Southeast Arkansas
Fair.

1 8 7 0

1916 - first zoning ordinances in New
York City.

1909

In
1909,
the
State
Agricultural School (SAS)
is founded three miles
southwest of the square.
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Analysis

1933 - Drew County Courthouse
demolished.

1949 - federal government
supports the urban renewal
movement.

1920 - federal income tax
deductions initiated for home
mortgage interest, points, and
property taxes.

1934
Federal
Housing
Authority insures loans for the
construction, purchase, and
repair of residential property.

1954 - Federal Aid Highway
Act.

1921 - Federal Highway Act
passed to create a categorized
national network of roads.

1935 - first publication of technical
standards for subdivisions.

1950

1956 - National System of
Defense and Interstate Highways
established.

1940

1920

1926 - "Euclidean" zoning
upheld by the Supreme Court in
Euclid, Ohio.

1954-1986
federal
tax
deductions
for
greenfield
commercial real estate.

1948 - Supreme Court allows
restrictive covenants.

1930

1919 - Ashley, Drew & Northern
Railroad reaches Monticello

New structure 1/4 mile south on Main.

1947
1947 marks the last year
property boundaries were drawn
within the city of Monticello.
The resulting document is used
today by city and county officials
to describe property. Property
not drawn is described in written
form.

Ashley Drew and
Northern Railroad
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1975 - Following the high
schools 1974 lead, Drew
Memorial Hospital is founded at
the cultural campus.southwest
of town.

1992
the
Wal-mart
Supercenter opens.

69

1999 - Highway 425
is widened t o
five
lanes.

2000

1970

1960

1966
Demonstration
Cities and Metropolitan
Development
Act
guarantees
loans
to
community developers.

During the 1990s, smart 2000 - I - 6 9 S p e c i a l
growth gains currency at the Environmental Study
is completed, solidifying
national level.
the f u t u r e o f
the NAFTA
1995 - Legislation and Highway.
preliminary
definition
of
the Corridor 18, NAFTA
Highway, initiated.

1990

1964 - Nationally, 1.2 million
trailers used to permanently
house 3.5 million residents.

1980 - 57.3 million of the 86.4
million total housing units in
the United States are single
family-homes surrounded by
an ornamental yard.
1969-1990 - commute times
rise 17% and average shopping
trips per day rise 62%.

1980

1959
Burlington
industries opens.

2004 - A proposed
intermodal
facility
five miles west of
downtown Monticello
generates the spectre
of
new
growth.
Monticello remains
the only "first class"
city in the State of
Arkansas
(cities
of population over
5000) to not employ
any form of land-use
control in the face of
new development..

2000
The City's population
reaches an historic high.
Land area also is at an alltime high. Over the nearly
150 year history of the
City, land consumption
has increased at a rate
6.2 times that of the
population.

Highway 425 accommodates
a n estimated 17,000 vehicles per day
(vpd)
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MISSION

VISION

The mission of the University of Arkansas
Community Design Center is to advance
creative development in Arkansas through
education, research, and design solutions
that enhance the physical environment.
As an outreach center of the School of Architecture,
UACDC is developing a repertoire of new
design methodologies applicable to community
development issues in Arkansas, with currency at
the national level.
UACDC design solutions introduce a multiple bottom
line, integrating social and environmental measures into
economic development. Integrative design solutions
add long-term value and offer collateral benefits related
to sustained economic capacity, enhanced ecologies,
and improved public healththe foundations of creative
development.
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APPROACH

Expanding the Consideration of Civic Space
The contemporary public domain has shifted to an expanded urban field
that includes suburban and other non-urban environments a geography
of sprawl. Compounded by the decline of traditional downtowns, this shift
poses new planning challenges for which no adequate civic development
models exist.
Our planning approaches are tailored for historic downtowns, rural
sites, watersheds, highway/rail infrastructure, the college campus, retail
environments, and the office/residential/retail subdivision.
Developing New Models of Design
Through meta-disciplinary research and design principles, UACDC
combines ecological, architectural, landscape architectural, and urban
design solutions to address emerging planning challenges. Our research
maps the unique economic, political, and cultural processes that have
shaped the Arkansas landscape.
Our work addresses new challenges in affordable housing, urban sprawl,
environmental planning, and management of regional growth or decline.
Constructing Discourse
Design professionals, educators, and students seeking civic design
experience staff the UACDC. We collaborate with other agencies such
as the Biological and Agricultural Engineering Department, the Center for
Business and Economic Research, Audubon Arkansas, and the Arkansas
Forestry Commission. Through work with our clients and collaborators,
we initiate learning networks that facilitate creative development.

IMPACT

UACDC was founded in 1995 and has provided design and planning
services to over 30 communities and organizations across Arkansas. Our
planning has helped Arkansas sponsors to secure nearly $64 million in
grant funding to enact suggested improvements.

